
BRISTOL ALT-ROCK OUTFIT ALTERNATIVE MILKS RELEASE THEIR HIGHLY
ANTICIPATED DEBUT SINGLE ‘SHOPS’

SINGLE RELEASE DATE: 08 / 10 / 2021
MUSIC VIDEO RELEASE DATE: 15 / 10 / 2021

Bristol-based alt-rock-quartet alternative milks release their highly anticipated single ‘Shops’.

‘Shops’ shows post-punk influences of alternative milks in full force; fast-tempo hard-hitting
drums, driven guitars and a tight solidifying bass line glueing it all together. Taking influences
from bands such as Parquet Courts, Shame and Squid; there’s never time to sit still in this
upbeat rollercoaster, jumping from section to section within seconds. Not to forget the mid-track
guitar solo that feels like a nod to ‘Johnny B Goode’ by Chuck Berry, whilst following its own
atonal direction with a dynamic disposition.

This track showcases frontman Mike’s vocal style with it’s playful tendencies, emulating spoken
word in a ‘tongue in cheek’ fashion to bring focus on certain words and phrases. Songwriter,
vocalist and guitarist, Mike Jordan says ‘This track asks many questions that come from
confusion and frustration of what has become the norm in our society. This song is born out of
feeling like an outsider, questioning why we do anything in life. Touching on consumerism, as
well as our education system and living in a materialistic world.’

Prior to this release, alternative milks had existed as a ‘bedroom-demo’ project. The EP ‘All the
tracks so far’ showcases this era with tracks such as ‘Too Much To’ being featured on BBC
Introducing. The project gained a lot of interest through the unique DIY music videos. This style
stays true with the latest video for ‘Shops’; the product of spending many days being stuck at
home with lots of ideas, truly harnessing the colourful, inventive rough-and-ready aesthetic.
‘With the video, I wanted it to be a visual representation of how absurd I think all this ‘normal life
stuff’ is’ says Mike.

alternative milks feature Mike Jordan (vocals/guitar), Elliot Carey (guitar/vocals), Samuel
Roberts (bass) and Joe Boothroyd (drums). With many of the members being
multi-instrumentalists, this line-up was specifically put together for individuality, not technicality;
Elliot being a drummer, Samuel a guitarist, and Joe DJing on the most part. This rearrangement
makes alternative milks what it is, harnessing each members’ quirks in a unique way.

When talking about the band's origin, Mike says ‘It came from ‘being done with trying to be
something’. I’d spent too much time caring about the wrong things. Music was ‘too this’ or ‘not
enough that’. alternative milks was a space for me to act upon any idea, ride it out and let it
flourish without over-thinking or having any specific end goal in mind. No restrictions on genre,
no taking it too seriously, and for the first time in what felt like forever; I was happy making music
again.’



This mentality extended into the recording process with the band taking full control of the
musical direction and how it was recorded. ‘Shops’, along with the upcoming singles were
recorded at Factory Studios in Bristol with engineer Jake Scarborough (of Two Day Coma) who
helped the band bring their vision to life. The track was also mastered by Tom Cory (of
Novatines) for the final sparkles.

ABOUT ALTERNATIVE MILKS
Bristol-based alt-rock-quartet alternative milks are about to make your non-dairy dreams come
true. Imagine you’re having an existential crisis and you’re kind of enjoying it. You cry, you
dance, you’re angry but dammit you’re okay with it.

From what started as DIY bedroom demos from frontman Mike Jordan, the sound has now
developed and grown into what it is today, still maintaining the same lo-fi quality. Jangly guitar,
melancholic lyrics and a beat that just won’t quit; they’re sure to satisfy your sonic receivers.

Although a fairly new outfit, alternative milks have already been featured on BBC Introducing
with their track ‘Too Much To’ along with having played two headline shows at The Louisiana,
Bristol and gracing the stage at Exchange, quickly making their way onto the Bristol circuit.

Sound best when wearing socks and sandals.

alternative milks’ latest embodiment of work titled ‘All the Tracks So Far’ EP brings together their
first set of demos preceding their intention of more releases to come in 2021.


